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C&E has formed strong partnerships with the world’s top robotics companies. From 
lightweight part handling to heavy-duty intralogisitcs, we have you covered with all 
of the components you’ll need to automate your facility. We offer on-site demos, 
proof of concept, and simulation to help evaluate your robotics projects. We also 
provide ongoing training, support and service for everything we carry.
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OnRobot features a wide selection 
of innovative, easy-to-install tools. 
Solutions are compatible with a wide 
range of major robot brands and consist 
of electrically-actuated EOAT, requiring 
no air to perform.

Murrplasik’s robotic dress packs 
use industry-leading, universally 
applicable fastening, conduit and 
protection elements for hydraulic, 
pneumatic and electronic cables 
and wires for all standard robots.

A leader in switchable magnetic 
technology, Magswitch offers 
pneumatic and electric actuation 
with fail-safe design.

Smart Series robots from Yaskawa provide 
intuitive robot programming and simple 
operation. The world’s No. 1 industrial robot 
manufacturer, Yaskawa takes automation to 
new levels. Products include collaborative, 
power-and-force limiting options, enabling 
you to automate applications that were not 
thought possible just a short time ago. As the sole supplier of swivel 

tool changers for robotic arms, 
Robot Systems Products offers a 
range of auto tool changers with 
a load capacity of up to 1,250 kg.

As the market leader in autonomous mobile 
robots (AMRs) for manufacturing, MiR has a 
solution to automate your internal logistics.

Schunk offers the most extensive 
pneumatic & electric gripper 
offering on the market with more 
than 2,550 grippers, including 
new, safer collaborative solutions.

Joulin is the inventor of the Foam Vacuum 
Gripper, offering standard and custom 
handling products. Foam grippers can 
pick up all products, partial layers, 
complete layers, random lengths and 
widths without adjustment.

C&E ROBOTICS SOLUTIONSPARTNERSHIPS POWERING

ROEQ makes top modules for MiR Robots, 
including top rollers, carts, and lifts. With 
simplified programming and innovation 
backed by expert knowledge and 
experience, their products feature easy 
integration and software that runs in MiR’s 
interface making them easy and reliable. 

Smart, simple and safe cobots with 
integrated vision and flowchart 
programming from Techman Robot 
are available in three series of cobot 
solutions — regular payload, medium-
heavy payload and mobile.


